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They say hunger and love make the world go round. Perhaps in a culture that substitutes appetite, desire, and lust for these words describing bodies on the verge of
self-consumption, we have become slavish to the pulse of an undisciplined mind. Surface desires cause us to look to others for sustenance; we commodify our neighbors.
The bodies that we encounter in our everyday do not register as flesh carrying souls,
but as objects to acquire.We are mistaken in behaving this way.Haven’t you heard how
the fat mice die? To have a hungry body is closer to health than overfed satiation.
The daily battle is not against those who spit at your face and strike at you. The
blood on your hands is your own. Do not reach to possess. When thunder runs through
your blood, go to the mountains and dance. Watch how his lids move as he tears into
flesh. Weep at all that you have done. The sin of others is not yours to name.Each day
we go into battle with our invisible comrades. We recognize each other only through
our war cries, our stammering lamentations, and the smell of dried sweat scrubbed from
skin. Those who love what we love have not felt our faces in their hands. They have
only heard our laughter in the wind. We have been at the mosque at the same hour but
had closed our eyes at the same time. In the cathedral I stole the fire from the votive you lit. This, you must remember: we have never been alone. You are not battling
against them. We are fighting ourselves to become stronger, sharper, and more merciful. You are hungry, little mouse. But why? And for what? If it is indeed for bread,
here, take the piece from my hands. Does that not satisfy your appetite? Ah, so your
belly is already full. Come, perhaps your hunger is from a different origin.
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Dear Reader,
While traveling half the year without a computer I started off the issue by sending
postcards to our international staff from a tiny post office in Jacksonhole, Wyoming. From
there, our texts were edited and our artists sourced while on roads, planes, and trains
across the USA. We spanned so many time zones that the hours on the clock became irrelevant to open hours of correspondence. Then one of our illustrators from Russia reached out
to co-edit and we worked out the issue over an 11 hour time difference, some 6,000 miles,
and two languages-a beautiful mash up of tenses and sentiment that transposed language,
distance, and time. This mixture of kindness and conviction mirrored much of the interactions I would come to have with the rest of you. Issue #3 has been one of the kindest,
most passionate, (and frankly) badass groups of people I have ever worked with.
Each issue when I source an artist, I study them for half a year. I watch for how
their voices push against each other, and the direction they are growing individually. Art
is influenced by and infiltrated by every aspect of life. During the emails, texts, and
calls of submissions, I began to know each of them- moves to new cities, music they groove
to, their countries, jobs, and dreams. They were strikingly similar in the sentiment they
shared: you are the one composing the music that will carry you through life.
The intimacy of how we perceive time, distance, and geography in relation to composing our worldview and relating to each other takes place through a delicate and powerful
dialogue. To be an artist takes courage and persistence. To create in a world that tends
to value the capitalist, the corporate, the mainstream, and the temporal takes an unshakeable faith in humanity. The Black Rabbit was created to serve as a platform for you to
find each other, to participate in each other’s creations. To take off the wrappings of
separation. There are people like you out there. They may not be within arms reach. But
they are struggling and celebrating. They are the outliers and misfits, but also the beauty makers. They cry out with frustrations, isolation, and doubt. But they are also crying
out with joy. Remember each other when you feel little and want to be brave.
Remember, the flower does not bloom in spring because dates on the calendar. The
calendar merely anticipates the coming of the blossom. And oh, darlings, my beautiful
readers and creators, how you have been anticipated.
X,
Your Editor in Chief
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Delusions of Revolt:
An Instruction Manual
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Plan A
١
Depart from the first-world asylum in which you were once said to have been born; return to the homeland
with your cherished kin; crowd them all into a beat down Corolla (brother sisters, mother father) somewhere
in the center of the capitol city; inhale the nighttime smog, the tumbling clouds of dust; hurry past the open
sewers, the military checkpoints, and the first-world bases; now, with a local guide (of some distant relation),
journey deep into the nostalgic country side; locate some twisted road carved into the black mountains; look
out there—in the valley—you’ll fall upon the old village; farther, a bit farther
٢
Within these trails, these walls, this nighttime, make sure you maintain a sense of wearied vigilance; as you
circle into roads of spiraling clay (convoluted paths jutting into streams, beneath caves, atop hills, crossing
one another in the impossible structures of a pastoral design), be wary of local militant authorities
٣
Step onto, for the first time in twelve hundred years, your father’s land (acres of wheat and garden) inherited
from his father, and him from his father, and so on and so forth, all the way back onto Adam who first inherited this earth from God as a conciliation for his status as refugee; recall then Hawwah
٤
Notice now the women; the mothers and the daughters; the fluttering veils
٥
You are hungry and you must eat (a bowl of shorwa or two?); afterwards, you may drink some boiled tea,
quench your aching throat, and ask your distant relatives (caretakers of the compound) to direct you toward a
clay chamber where you will sleep on an empty toshak
٦
Watch your cherished kin; they are apt to stroll too far
٧
Work your land and cut your grain and chop your wood and lead your flock; awake in the orchards and read
from your novels; hear the adhan and pray the fajr salah; remember, do not ever forgo the fajr salah, for the
Prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) has recounted in the hadith, “He who performs Salat before the
rising of the sun and before its setting, will not enter the Hellfire.” (Sahih Muslim); and, of course, if the opportunity presents itself, sit on your roof, and drink from your chai (prepared by a cousin) while watching the
sun swallow the night in all its lonely passing
11

٨
Be loved now in the country; be loved now in the country
٩
Watch for your kin; notice their distance, their reluctance, and then their absence; now go and look for
them; search out in the open pastures, in the underground orchards, within your sheets and your prayers
and your empty hands
١٠
You will not find them, love, you will not find them
١١
Listen for the adhan and, instead, hear whispers of the accidental murder of your cherished kin by trigger
happy local militant authorities
١٢
Disperse into many petals; twist about in a spiraling breeze while gliding gently over the dust of the trails;
gather yourself; re-form into something resembling a man; seek out the corpses of your fallen kin, wrap
them in white linen and place flower petals upon their eyelids; listen patiently as locals explain that the
current militant authority regrets the unintentional assassination of your cherished kin (due to a tragic case
of mistaken identity); hear them, you must hear them
١٣
Now revel in your sorrow
١٤
Mourn in the company of fellow victims; drink tea in their homes and whisper to one another; confess your
visions, your prayers, your delusion
١٥
Take part in the suggestions of violence; attain access to a readily available supply of firearms; unintentionally fall into a plot of vengeance; rendezvous with fellow mourners; gather a shoddy force of young
guerillas (mostly distant cousins) alienated under the current militant authority; hatch plans; hatch guns;
hatch God; recall the stories of
١٦
In the dark of night, ambush a scouting unit of the current militant authority; murder them with knives/pistols and collect their arms; wrap their bodies in white linen and place flower petals upon their eyelids; pray
to Allah for mercy, for forgiveness, for clarity, for a clearer shot; wait behind the high walls of mud for the
12 current militant authorities’ inevitable retaliation

١٧
Wallow in your fury and ignore the visages of the drifting virgins as their skirts catch dust in furls of blue
cloth
١٨
Hear news of the arbitrary executions; solitary shots to the head; machine gun firing squads; beautiful dark
young men hanging naked from trees like stripped fruit with their legs eaten away by stray wolves; the twine
of the rope merging into flesh and bark and breath
١٩
Revel now in the backlash; attain support from the disgruntled civilian population; watch as the number of
your fellow mourners increase in mass and in rage; continue the nighttime ambushes; move silently from shelter to shelter; whisper to your countrymen; spread warning of the current militant authorities’ false religiosity;
equate them to heathens, to demons, to white men; slaughter them in the night
٢٠
Attain further support from the disgruntled civilian population; increase the frequency of the hit and run operations; find the gunmen in the trails; stare into their faces; fire past the sound of bone; if possible, wrap their
bodies in white linen and place flower petals upon their eye lids
٢١
Withstand the random executions/bombings initiated by the current militant authority; become a ghost
amongst the people; remain nameless; leave no trace of your existence; let the war fall into a brutal stalemate;
read your men sentimental poetry and verses from the Quran (particularly, from Surah An-Nur); tell them
truths and lies and forget which is which; visit the unknown markers of your fallen kin; recall Cain
٢٢
Watch as more villagers become implicated in the war; attempt to create familial bonds with native tribal forces; wed a young girl (barely a woman) from the local community; prepare for the wedding night
٢٣
Be warned, at first, she will weep mournfully at your touch, but you must persist, and you must love her, love
her madly
٢٤
With time you must abandon your bride in the orchards; let her whither within dark rooms; allow her to suffocate upon the ash of tandoor; pay no attention (for now) to the illiterate etchings she marks upon any parchment she can attain; return to the war and the war’s glory
13

٢٥
Attain further support from the diminished civilian population; spread word of God, of nationalism, of liberation; create a political wing for your military organization
٢٦
Begin to lose faith in the mercy of Allah (most merciful is He)
٢٧
Attain support from the western backed puppet government in the capitol city to the north; denounce the
western backed puppet government in the capitol city to the north; accept arms and supplies from the western backed puppet government in the capitol city to the north; allow your operations to increase in intensity
and bloodshed; notice that carcasses lay strewn about the pastures and streams; they lie naked; their eyes
bleed open in the night; they see all of it now
٢٨
Seek the premonitions of your muse; ask your young bride what she sees in her dreams; watch ash she jots
down page after page and collects them beneath your bed
٢٩
As the local militant authorities are pushed out of the inner structures of the clay labyrinth, grow paranoid of
your comrades and men; be wary of their hidden intentions; become isolated and solitary; take to your bed
and listen to the visions of your wife (but pay no attention to the manuscript); attempt to recall the faces of
your fallen kin; fail at this; attend the trial of some accused counter-revolutionaries (munafiq amongst the
believers); sentence them; line them up, and tie their hands, and bag their heads in burlap sacks; recite verses from the Quran (Surah 38; 66) as the executioners load their Kalashnikovs; watch the dust rise and curl
and form the shapes of small animals as the bodies flop against the earth in the odd convulsions of spattered
lead; the white linen sheets are stained; the flower petals have whithered; toss the corpses into shallow ditches dug somewhere in the pastures, or else, hang them like apples from the apple trees
٣٠
Become accustomed to the stench of carcass and ash and cheap perfume; downplay the rise in civilian casualties
٤٠
Listen, before you eat your enemy, make sure you halal him in the proper manner prescribed by our dean;
gather a few men together and hog tie the prisoner’s hands and feet; make sure you carry a sharp butcher
knife and take him out into a lonely dark orchard surrounded by high walls (away from the other prisoners)
and then cut the throat, and drain the blood, and give thanks to Allah (most blessed is He); now, when you
eat your enemy, start with the eyes (so they are blinded), and then the hands (so they will not struggle), and
from there, of course, their feet (so they do not flee), but do not eat his moist lips (purpled like the petals of a
wild flower), and do not cook him in the ashes of an old fire, but, rather, eat him raw; afterwards, of course,
14 distribute portions of his meat as sadaqah for the poor

٥٠
Do not ever rape the men you capture
٦٠
Downplay the execution of local villagers sympathetic to the counter-revolutionaries; downplay the rising
loss of men and moral and arms; order the further executions of accused counter-revolutionaries; trust none
of them and ignore their pleas
٧٠
Hears news of concessions made between the local militant authorities and the western backed puppet
government toward the north; notice that your unnamed arms supplier has disappeared from the face of the
earth; delve inside of yourself, inside your clay abode; return to the chamber of your bride; confess to her
your doubts, seek her visions, meet her silence, her hesitation, and tear apart parchment after parchment
of the manuscripts she has etched; break her legs and hands and ribs and mouth and fingers; do not let her
write; do not let her finish
٨٠
Be alerted to the fact that government forces surround you from the north, militant forces from the south, a
touch or two of some democratically processed missile strikes descend upon you from the sky; gather round
the few good men you still trust and massacre them with a machine gun; return to your home and search
for your wife and realize that she must have already fled; now flee; at the secret location hidden beneath the
earth, as you are ambushed by your beloved country men, find yourself in awe of this primordial cycle of
violence (an infinite labyrinth of war) in which you are a miniscule and yet absolutely necessary cog; now
give up your pistol and your arms and your name, and let them carry you off
٩٠
On the morning of your scheduled execution pray to Allah, in falsehood, once more; eat a bowl of shorwa in
a cold underground cell; march with your former allies out toward a single tree located on some barren hill
near the village where your kin first fell; lean against this tree, your hands tied, as your beloved country men
load their machine guns and ready themselves for the task at hand; listen to them recite your crimes, and
your charges, and your punishment; listen to them recall your name; watch as an executioner approaches
you with a parchment in hand; a last letter from your young bride; read this instruction manual; recall Hawwah, recall the beginning; recall the etchings
١٠٠
Now stop reading, love.
There is no Plan B.
~JK15
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Being and Time Clashes
with Non-Temporal
Socio-Cultural Practices
Primetime, basking in the lime
Cassius in his prime, coloring out of the line
Cause they don’t want nobody that’s colored out of the lines
So I’m late as a motherfucker, colored people time
[Kanye West and Jay –Z, “Prime Time”]
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Americans throw their clocks at Uncle Sam, feeding the Freedom Machine with the crunch of time cards.
Time has been taken captive, reprocessed, manufactured, into something unrecognizable, irreconcilable to
being. There remain some rebels, on the terrain of time. Our nation smirks at them, attributing their rebellion to race. Yet the Sand Man is colorblind. The pursuit of happiness takes place not only in “leisure time”,
but in how we shape time. The privilege of capitalism is merely a choice, not the only choice. If America
continues to promote and brandish itself on equality, especially when it comes to race, then Colored People
Time needs to be recognized as a sign rather than a signifier.
Does America know what Colored People Time (CPT) is? In a derogatory sense, we are familiar with the
mythos- people of color show up late, while non-colored people are punctually reliable. Yet beyond the surface of racial stereotypes, both constructs point to the larger problem of time constructs in America. Neither
of the frameworks- “Colored People Time” and “Non-Colored People Time” are defined by one’s color, but
by behavior. Regardless of skin color, or socio-cultural origin, we each have the autonomy to choose how
we will live, and of what we will value.
When we’re afraid of the unknown, we try to prove our autonomy by subjecting the unknown to time.
Westernized Time provides us various skeletons to slap our ghosts onto, with rulers and measuring cups to
keep ourselves preoccupied from reflective thought. “This too shall pass”: this which we do not want to
pass, this which we do not know how to step past. We fling the rotting flesh in our hands onto bones, in order to be rid of the spooks. Yet with this, we lose the ritual of departure. We become convoluted in what it
means to pass one another. We forget how to greet each other in passing, to pass on what we have and hold,
and to be able to hold what has been passed on. How much autonomy do we really have if we filter our
lives through this sort of economized, compartmentalized time? Though all values are contingent on time,
and made visible through time (how else does one, or can one, measure duration, magnitude, or potency?)
there are different sorts of “time”.
Love, the most “timeless” practice worldwide, can only be perceived fully, when measured against time.
The worth of the ultimate relationship is that it surpasses and abolishes time. Yet to do this, the relationship
must withstand time.
Have we even considered why we expect dates to happen on the weekend? Is it because all of us are really born with a penchant for making love on Saturdays, or is it because we would have to do a lot more
footwork to go out on a Tuesday? Tuesdays mean work the next day. Tuesdays mean you’ve been at work
all day and might be a little uglier for it. Tuesdays mean you’d have to look at each other as human beings
with everyday human being needs, rather than a socio-cultural fix for aloneness. If an American woman
tells her girlfriend she slept over at his place on a Tuesday, she is scrutinized for her worth, and him for his
intensions. Yet, if this same woman tells her girlfriend she slept over at his place on a Friday, she is congratulated for winning his affections. So we are still subjecting each other to the antiquated capitalist invention
of the “leisure time”. America continues to appropriate interactions with each other, viewing one another
as commodities that are to be utilized for leisure. We have yet to realize the autonomy we have in breaking
away from having to slap labels on everything.
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There is a curious expectation, in America, for true love to blossom out of time sensitive relationship labels. “Dating” is somebody good for a Friday night. “Boyfriend” means you’ll probably have a guaranteed
five more Fridays. “Partner”, and “Husband” suggest a sidekick for the rest of your Fridays imaginable. In
France, by contrast, a girl can call someone her “boyfriend”, and have him simply be the boy she is brining
around, her part time (and not necessarily singular) companion. Perhaps at some later point, they will get
more serious, but nobody asks about this as it is developing, as Americans do. This freedom of existing without the economizing of relations in the present may allow the couple a truer experience with one another. By
choice, they are making meaning, instead of by expectation.
Would our present change meaning if we were to change the labels on our relations? For instance, if you were
to call a man you were seeing “your man”, instead of “someone you are seeing”, “boyfriend”, “lover”, “fiancé”, or “partner”, would it become easier to break up with him, or to create more intimacy with him? The
hardest thing to love is something out of your control and immediate understanding. The most freeing way to
love is outside control and immediate understanding.
There is a certain social stratum that simply says “my man”, or “my woman”. Has this notion overcome time,
surpassed time, or simply, does it not necessitate a relationship with time? Is it a coincidence this phrase is
used more frequently in the economic groups comprised of poor whites and people of color? Historically in
many societies worldwide, only the poor could socially afford partnering with another person because they
liked them as human beings. They would create meaning with each other, regardless of whether it was recognized by society or not, i.e. jumping the broom. This would put primacy on inter-personal relations rather
than societal affirmation. Does the use of these terms privilege an outlook cultivated by relational indicators
instead of socio-economic labels? Does CPT overcome the dominant paradigm or does this language perpetuate disenfranchisement?
Those ruled by Non-Colored People Time mistake subjecting their life narratives to time clocks as a substitute for looking at the autonomy they have in creating their own narratives outside of the Western capitalist
power structure. If we questioned our own agendas perhaps we would realize our current state of being is not
our true state. Non-Colored People Time will rarely suggest patience, empathy, or compassion. Our institutional values spawn practices of impatience, disapproval, and devaluing of other people we cannot reconcile
to anti-capitalist time frames. We need to question the sentiment behind the clock, before deciding to judge
adherence to it. Historically, people of color have been disenfranchised economically, legally, and socially.
Their history with the clock is different from non-colored people.
If you are really to be die hard about the nine to five, about leisure time, about the “date”, about “going to the
movies”, about being “lazy” or being “late”, you ought to know your history. For time also dances us back
into the past.
Remember the Industrial Revolution when human labor became factory work, and each individual became
interchangeable? Remember when slavery necessitated complete obedience to the Master Rules-showing up
whenever, wherever, doing whatever, being whoever they said you were, having somebody else name you,
having somebody else determine your worth-or the whole socio-economic system would be threatened? Remember when our social acceptance of ethnicity was based on potential economic labor?
Oh wait, that’s also now.
22

To disenfranchise people of any color, based on their relationship to the Western industrial work schedule is
demonizing human culture, of any color. If we fought for our true state of being, we would upset the Establishment- the social order of Western society that infiltrates and influences being via institutional and cultural
embodiment and privilege of Eurocentric value systems.
CPT is viewed as an irresponsible liminal space, deviant from economic production, therefore devoid of meaning. CPT is largely the practice of existing in meanings and values outside of the dominant industrial complex.
People of Color show up on the radar of Non-CPT when they are acting on The Man’s clock. What those on
Non-CPT seem to forget, is that they, too, have lives beyond 5:00pm, before 9:00am. There is something to be
learned about reconciliation, about self and other forgiveness and understanding, from CPT. People of color,
and those existing in CPT have been wrestling with this space long before non-colored people even realized it
existed. ¬It is challenging to exist in liminal space, in the space between something definable, and possibility.
Outcomes are unclear; you are not in full control, yet you are fully conscious. However, the beauty of acceptance and allowance is the possibility of living a life guided by compassion and relation. The nature of being
alive, the exploration and adoration of life, is not on the Western schedule. Not all of our emotions are reconcilable to a standardized “known”. What do we do with all the measurements we have made that have been
“inaccurate”, or have been made for no easily discernable, recognizable, or rational reason? The marriages that
end, the relationships we stay in too long, the incessant student loans that were supposed to be worth it, to be
necessary, to be the right choice. Non-CPT does not allow for chalking this up into anything but “error”. CPT
laughs at the idea that the “right choice” was real in the first place.
Historically, Non-Colored people have held the most positions of power in America. So we confuse Whites
with power and privilege. We have confused Non-CPT with power and privilege. However, real power exists
in understanding that the nature of being alive is not a fixed schedule. Being truly alive threatens those that
only know Non-CPT. People who associate and operate on CPT mostly likely believe, that things happen when
they happen.
Leaving time in life to look allows for grace. Those living by CPT time do not wish to control, but allow others
to be who they are. CPT does not find approval in adherence, in measurable similarity. CPT synchronization is
of another kind.
The practice of CPT promotes patience, support, understanding, re-assurance, and love. This does not mean
only people of color are capable of this counter culture. It means that those of us that are swallowing Western
industrialized capitalism without opening our eyes are getting a mouthful of something it might have been
better to spit back out.

~JB & AB 23
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that’s when you’re in
love.
You’ve seen me before, on TV. You think so. In 100 or more pictures. But it wasn’t me; it was people:
going fast, breathing, and panting, like they’re scorching in hell fire. Sanctifying. They’ve gone slow too, in
the name of enchantment; that diabolical sense of passion, supposed to solve all the world’s problems. Nuclear wear, evaporate toxic waste, feed the kids in Africa, and in India. Turn water into wine type of kiss—in
the name of Walt Disney’s left nut. The girl is whimsical. The guy excellent. I’m here to save you. You’ve saved
me, my love.
But if they—Walt Disney and them romantic jive ass Euro son bitches who came over here scared
as shit of being a man, wanted to show people kissing, he woulda made a movie that looked like me. Who
am I? The thing you’ve always been afraid of. Mhm. You know. That thing. But it doesn’t matter, because if
you really wanted to love you would be around me more. Embrace me, don’t scream. And let me tell you,
the freaks come out at the devilish, godforsaken time because I make em feel better. God doesn’t dislike me,
no. He’d rather you go through me to see the light. That’s why it takes so long to get to him—because you’re
scared of me. You don’t want to go into the forest. You just want the easy way. To cut around the story; say
you made a movie. But it’s unfinished. You forgot all the scenes. That’s what my man Jean Luc-Godard was
saying. You cut the story out because you don’t want anybody to see what’s really going on: the trick of editing. The space in between, the parts you don’t see, the parts that get hidden. You know. Me. Without me, you
won’t find love. Why come? Because you’ll never understand love if you’re afraid of the dark. Walt Disney
won’t make movies without pictures and without a silly ass story. Point A, point B; knowing damn well that
aint how I look like. They give you the half story, same as them Euro suckers did. If you wanna see me, well,
I suggest you uh, go see one of those movies. If you wanna learn how to love shoot your own picture. Don’t
let em tell you what you look like. That’s why they have a hard time with me. Let em think what they want
because the work is never over. That’s the beautiful thing. When you have nothing to say, that’s when you’re
in love.

~JB 27

(untitled)
one day i will open the door
and they will welcome
me with palmfuls of scarabs
and blue-morpho-wings
and i will ask myself
where i was all this time
and if i plan on going out
again

28 ~ND
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a vision of coastal
sugar:
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we lurk under the mulberry tree in my dreams.
you are half-clawed, but I lap you up like fairy wine,
(although you are more real);
you bear fruit full of plump red seeds as you heal.
I fill silk bags with you and toss them beneath
kelp forests while I stand knee-deep in tidal pools
searching for whole treasure.
you, green, will cling to my ankles someday when I walk
out here again, and I will weave
your plum-blood endlessly into my fibers.
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please mother speak
			Child,
				your blood
				 is
				
my blood.
			Your skin singed
			
with the taint of
				my whore’s ~
			Child,
		
			
You seep
			from the slits
			
inside of me		
like the first inklings
		
of grain
			
in the filthy ~
				

Child,		

			

I know.		
I have my own eyes.		
				
I see that men are born
				
like steer are born
			
and slaughtered
					just by ~
				
Child,		
		
			
If They were to spot you.
				
(If I were to find you)
				
Halted
					and
		
motioned
				
and
tattered
			
to bits by machine gun ~
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			Child,
		
if you are punctured
(if you are slain).
I will kiss your
		bullet holes
		
like an
		
open ~
		Child,
If Allah (in His infinite wisdom)
			
steals you
			from me,
		
if these bastard men
			
have me
		
bury you.
		
I will eat the dirt at your
		
rotting grave,
		
until your carcass
			puddles into ~
				
		Child,
			
the djinns cackle
		
in the pastures
			 and I
		
(my mouth dripping your clay)
			will join them
			
as the rising pitch of
		
the pale gods’ gunfire
				bleeds the night of
			all its shirk
				and all its ~
		 			Child,
I will lap you up like a rabid dog
		
so that you weigh
		
inside of me
			 always ~
						*****
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Reflections on Plague
Some broke out into the Streets, perhaps naked, and would run directly down to the River, if they were not stopt by the Watchmen, or
other Officers, and plunge themselves into the Water, wherever they found it.
-Daniel Defoe, A Journal of the Plague Year
As late as the nineteenth century, physicians prescribed bloodletting as a means of treating countless maladies of the body. The practice is as old as human civilization; bloodletting appears in the medical tracts of ancient Greece, Egypt, and Mesopotamia. Inseparable
from Hippocrates’ humoral theory, the controlled release of blood was considered the means of restoring balance within a compromised body. This was no haphazard enterprise. From where and at what time one could bleed was carefully regulated. By the middle
ages, most physicians’ almanacs and even some books of hours were accompanied by images of zodiac men, figures designed to articulate the supposed connections between body parts and astrological signs. Movements within the human body were thought to echo
the movements of heavenly bodies: microcosm and macrocosm. To open an artery or vein was to call upon powers beyond the hands
of man: the physiologically sublime.
The first European plague since antiquity reached the seaport of Messina, Sicily in the autumn of 1347. Over the next five years, it
constructed its body out of the movements of man. While its precise origins are unclear, the outbreak was in part an unhappy byproduct of trade and conflict between Eastern and Western nations. Its spread throughout Europe first followed the movements of commerce, later the movements of fear. After decimating the European population, it disappeared, nearly as quickly and inexplicably as it
had arrived. The following centuries would witness sporadic outbreaks of the plague, but nothing on the scale of the initial visitation.
Whatever may be the errors of historians or physicians concerning the plague, I believe we can agree upon the idea of a malady that
would be a kind of psychic entity and would not be carried by a virus.
-Antonin Artaud, The Theater and its Double
Plagues follow the ebbs and flows of civilizations; they reflect the identities of their hosts. They are a product of our values, of our
technologies. They are us. Bubonic plague is caused by a bacteria (Yersinia pestis). It is an organism. It can be killed. Advances in
modern medicine and sanitation have rendered it impotent. The plagues of contemporary existence are viral. Alone, a virus is inert—
somewhere between living and dead. It requires an organism to metabolize, grow, and reproduce. It is an agent of genetic information,
waiting for a body to put it into being. It enters bodies only to explode them. The microcosm blends with the macrocosm.
If culture is exchange, plague is isolation. During the Great Plague of London in 1665, infected houses, streets, and neighborhoods
were placed under strict quarantine. With nowhere to go, an anxious citizenry waited. The passage of time was framed in biological terms: the cycle of infection. In 1976, NASA gave the CDC their refurbished Lunar Receiving Station to accompany scientists
responding to the first outbreak of the Ebola virus. The vessel, created out of the fear that astronauts might contract extraterrestrial
diseases while walking on the moon, was to be used as a quarantine in the event that a worker contracted the disease. Plague is fear.
[P]eople behaved as though their days were numbered, and treated their belongings and their own persons with equal abandon.
-Giovanni Boccaccio, The Decameron
Rarely is the whole of a society as acutely aware of its body as in the times of plague. It is a vigilant state of being. Yet, at the same
time, it is a time of absolute abandon. The French, always inventive in their terms of endearment, call the beloved, ma puce. A clumsy
translation: my flea. The notorious bearer of pestilence, for centuries the flea harbored a remarkable power over man. How different
are the throes of passion from the throes of plague? La petite mort et la peste noire. To allow oneself to unfold into the time of another organism, to surrender to space. Perhaps that is the lesson of plague— an awareness of the flesh, a letting up of control. Plague is
freedom.
He knew what those jubilant crowds did not know but could have learned from books: that the plague bacillus never dies or disappears for good; that it can lie dormant for years and years in furniture and linen-chests; that to bides its time in bedrooms, cellars,
trunks, and bookshelves; and that perhaps the day would come when, for the bane and the enlightening of men, it would rouse up its
rats again and send them forth to die in a happy city.
-Albert Camus, The Plague
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When an Illiterate Whore from the Slums of Kabul
Denies You Your Payment and, Rather, Whispers Into
Your Outstretched Hands

She says to me,
I did not love you
And then I loved you
And then I did not love you
Again
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4 New Departments
For
Issue
#4
l

a

b

o

of

r

a

PIG & PEPPER
our online kitchen. recipes for heartbreak, for new love, for nights you have
$5, for nights you have $50, for romance,
for raging, for the work week, weekend,
vegan and non-vegan alike. This issue,
we collaborated with VEGAN GIRLFRIREND .
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t
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s

BLACKB O O K

directory
c
o
l

THE
WHITE
RABBIT
we partnered with The New Order, a fashion and lifestyle blog, to
create our online store, THE WHITE RABBIT. the merc incoroporates
the artists that we feature, original designs, and special edition
goods from some of the places featuerd on our CULTURE MAP.

THE
A

F

T

MORNING
E
R
our web consultant engineered our CULTURE MAP, an
interactive Google Map format where we’ve dropped pins
on cafes, hang outs, bookstores,&
recommendations
from our staff and collaborators across the world.
supplemented
with
staff
blogs, playlists from our
staff and guest curators, and
lifestyle product recommendations (coffee, sheets, stationary, drawing pens, ect) .
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Mireille
&
Erin,
founders of The New
Order lifestyle and
fashion blog, are designing our apparel
for “The White Rabbit”,
our online bazaar premiering with issue #4.

THE NEW
ORDER
94

arcadia,
revisited.
why The New Order? we admire
them because they are are
a cult of 2 (and often 3).
in a world desiring followers and affirmation, like the
best 70s bands, they require
neither yet they are mythically intoxicating, drawing
your eye and energy to their
poignant and disciplined demeanor. they are, simply,
themselves. precisely because of this innate consciousness, they sidestep
the world of fashion, embodying the larger than life
personality of a couture
house. they understand precision of form , melody of
texture, and the decadence of
color as if it’s their skin.
streaming a honeyed firework
of quiet smiles, they are
a powerhouse of innovation
and unapologetic elegance.

style.
beauty.
culture.
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erin reads reams of travel books and hollywood biographies. unapolgetically obsesses on vintage halston and cara delevingine’s eyebrows, collects mac lipsticks and Vogue, follows the steps of anna wintour, grace coddington and bill cunningham, loves and views and reviews sophia coppola and coen brothers films. listens to the mamas and the paps and the doors to
and fro work every day, and though a hopeless anglophile, she will forever love her native san francisco.

about them, by
them

Mireille never outgrew playing dress-up, surrounding herself with piles of fashion magazines, seeking style tips from joe zee and mira duma, forming her fashion habits for life.
the psychedelic 60s- to the sounds of the beatles and simon & garfunkel-and her muses edie
sedgwick and jimi hendrix drive her style. she hoards jo malone colognes. drinks chocolate
milk around the clock. dances in the wild, a flower child in a california state of mind.
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www.theneworderblog.com

We met up with The New Order at a little industrial cafe in Sacramento. M’s
boyfriend, Walter, is part of the effortless style powerhouse. He shoots
photos when the girls aren’t doing it themselves. They are slow to speak,
with fierce eyes and a tendency to reference each other in speech. While
talking with Mireille, she will say, with Erin sitting next to her, “Erin
has been looking at ___ lately, so ___would interest her...”, with E nodding, then speaking for M a minute later. They are seamlessly in tune to
each other with a tendency towards collective attention to the
individual . This intertwining of persons and innate unity parallels
their integration of different aspects of culture into their
philosophy. Their style is smart, both historically and in their
piercing demeanor. Pulling from art, literature, music, film, and
fashion- the old and new, foreign and American, bohemian and
classic, local and international-they are well versed and
extremely savvy. They are sharply playful, refined yet
instinctive, fluidly mixing vintage form with modern
sentiment. They are incredibly alert to the art of
living and effortlessly intelligent. So, of course we
asked them to be our head designers for the launch of
The White Rabbit’s apparel line.
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PROSCIUTTO-WRAPPED PEAR

recipe from THe NEW ORDER blog

Ingredients:
Olive Bread (ACME is my favorite)
Olive Oil
Goat Cheese
Fig Preserves
Pears
Prosciutto
Preparation:
Slice the bread into small pieces and
drizzle on the olive oil. Toast the bread
in oven. Spread the goat cheese and fig
preserves on to the bread. Place the procsiutto-wrapped piece of pear onto the
bread.
-E

VEGAN

GIRLFRIEND

a group of 3 vegan chefs from Toronto, has collaborated with us for
the premiere of our online kitchen, “Pig & Pepper” for issue #4.
here are a sample of their recipes to give you a taste of their content that will be on our website. check out their awesome food blog
w w w . v e g a n g i r l f r i e n d . c o m
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GIRLFRIEND

NO-BAKE
CHOCOLATE

PUMPKINCHIP
PIE

......from Alexandra
Ingredients
Crust
2 cups raw walnuts
2 cups dates, pitted and soaked
1/2 cup shredded coconut
1/4 cup raw cacao powder
1 tbsp pure vanilla extract

love with him... and my dinner.

BALSAMIC

PESTO

PASTA

Ingredients…
1 box rice pasta

VEGAN

Filling
1 standard can pumpkin puree
3 cups cashews, soaked
1 cup 100% maple syrup
1/2 cup chocolate chips (optional)
1/4 cup coconut oil, melted
3 tbsp cinnamon
2 tbsp nutmeg

.....from Aine
I am madly, truly, deeply in love with
Italian food... and my boyfriend. After
visiting Italy a few summers ago, I haven’t been able to stop thinking about all
of the rich and flavourful foods I devoured
abroad.I recently created this dish for an
unintentionally romantic evening with mi
amoré and the results were to die for. It
was the first time we had cooked together,
and I was worried it would end in disaster.
It did not. We sat by candlelight on his
balcony for hours, eating pasta and bread
and olives with the most delectable oils
and vinegars, listening to jazz records
and talking until the wine ran dry. It was
one of those evenings that if you were to
see in a romantic movie would not seem ever
attainable. And yet, there I was, in the
middle of it, falling deeper and deeper in

Directions
Blend walnuts, shredded coconut and
raw cacao powder together. Add dates
and vanilla and continue blending until thoroughly combined.
Move mixture from blender to a round
8-inch pan lined with plastic wrap.
Press mixture down evenly in a thin
layer to form crust. Set aside in
freezer for 20 minutes.
Blend cashews until creamy. Add pumpkin, maple syrup, coconut oil, and
spices. Continue blending.
Remove pie crust from freezer and add
mixture evenly overtop the crust. Top
with chocolate chips if desired.
Freeze pie for 1 hour until the mixture has settled. Serve immediately.

4 cups
fresh basil
1 cup fresh
arugula
1 cup extra
virgin olive oil
1/2 cup balsamic vinegar
1 large head of garlic (roughly 10 cloves)
1 tsp salt
1/2 tsp red pepper flakes

Directions
Boil water in large pot on stovetop.
Place basil, olive oil, balsamic
vinegar, garlic, salt, and red pepper flakes in blender or food processor. Combine until smooth.
Following box’s instructions, cook
pasta accordingly. Drain, then mix
thoroughly with pesto.
Serve immediately on a bed of arugula. Makes 4 large portions.

from

Makes 1 pie (6 serving).

Bellisimo!
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http://theugly-duchess.tumblr.com

the ugly duchess

http://nuncjelly.tumblr.com

someone speaks to our boys.
(beat him when he sneezes).
for he likes me
peppered with pleases.

“Here are the thoughts
of a melancholy
refugee. “
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1. Out of the Cradle (Instrumental Intro)		
-Lindsey Buckingham
2. Carried Away							-Television
3. Grey Lagoons							-Roxy Music
4. Ride A White Swan						
-T. Rex
5. It Was So Nice While It Lasted			
-Sam & Dave
6. I’ve Got It Bad (And That Aint’s Good)		
-Red Garland
7. So Divine							-The Rolling Stones
8. Little Joy							-With Strangers
9. Funny How Time Slips Away				
-Al Green
10. Evil (is Going On)					
-Howlin Wolf
11. Piano Sonata in A major, D 959 Second 		
-Schubert
Movement (Andantino)					
12. Sonatine							-Maurice Ravel

www. jayjasinski.com
@jayjasinski

SONGS

JAY JASINSKI is a writer and
marketer in Los Angeles. He
has a perceptive, well versed,
and personable demeanor that
cuts through cultural genres.
Here is a combination of film
and music recommendations he
put together for us, inspired,
or has on his blog.

films
1. True Stories 			
2. La Cérémonie 			
3. The Bad and the Beautiful
4. Cinema Paradiso
		
5. Bed and Board 			
6. All That Heaven Allows
7. Gaslight 			
8. The Servant 			
9. Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence
10. A Very Long Engagement

(1986)			
(1995)			
(1952)			
(1988)			
(1970)			
(1955) 			
(1944) 			
(1963)			
(1983)			
(2004) 			

-David Byrne
-Claude Chabrol
-Vincente Minnelli
-Giuseppe Tornatore
-François Truffaut
-Douglas Sirk
-George Cukor
-Joseph Losey
-Nagisa Oshima
-Jean-Piere Jeunet
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Prepared by MagCloud for Jordon Briggs. Get more at theblackrabbitsubmissions.magcloud.com.

